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Roadmap - October 2020
iDAAS Connect

iDAAS Route

iDAAS Event
Builder

iDAAS
DREAM

iDAAS
DataHub

Demos for each iDAAS Components within Red Hat Healthcare Repository
➔

➔
➔

➔

iDAAS Connect
BlueButton
revamped to
support more
consistent
connectivity for
CMS
Interoperability
iDAAS Connect EDI
established
iDAAS Connect
(HL7 and FHIR) with
Open Data Hub
testing and
documentation
iDAAS Connect
configuration based
implementation for
iDAAS Connect
FHIR

➔

Enhance iDAAS
Route with
configuration
based
implementation

➔

➔

➔

iDAAS Event
Builder
implementing
POM fixes for
easier
integration and
implementation
Integrating
automated
testing into
code
Revamping
EventBuilder
directory
structure for
broader
implementation
(builders,
parsers)

➔

iDAAS DREAM
intelligent
dynamic data
router

➔

Enhancing
DataHub to
process headers
and produce JSON
data objects for
implementation
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Roadmap - November 2020
iDAAS Connect

iDAAS Route

iDAAS Event
Builder

iDAAS
DREAM

iDAAS
DataHub

* - Videos, Demos and Content updates for specific iDAAS Components
➔

➔

iDAAS Connect
BlueButton testing
and implementation
iDAAS Connect EDI
testing

➔

No new enhancements
planned/requested

➔

iDAAS Event
Builder
enhancement
for EDI HIPAA
5010 parsing of
streaming data
iDAAS FHIR
builder final
validation

➔

iDAAS DREAM
aiDOC (aiDOC
Assigned
Insight for
Disease,
Outbreak and
Condition)

➔

Evaluation of
publishing data to
various target
platforms to
determine best
way(s) to help
visualize
information

Container publication to DockerHub and yml in GitHub as well
* - EDI Connect HL7, EDI Connect FHIR and EDI Connect BlueButton
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Roadmap - December 2020
iDAAS Connect

➔

TBD

iDAAS Route

➔

TBD

iDAAS Event
Builder

➔

TBD

iDAAS
DREAM

➔

TBD

iDAAS
DataHub

➔

TBD

Work with community, implementers and partners will continue to gather requirements and
enhancement requests - December and January Roadmap items expected by November 10, 2020
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Thank you
Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of
enterprise open source software solutions.
Award-winning support, training, and consulting
services make
Red Hat a trusted adviser to the Fortune 500.

linkedin.com/company/red-hat

youtube.com/user/RedHatVideos

facebook.com/redhatinc

twitter.com/RedHat
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